Introduction
Using the telephone is a problem for many hearing aid users. Some people even prefer to take off their hearing aid when using a telephone. Feedback often occurs, because the telephone handset is close to the ear. The telephone handset gives a rather high output sound level from the phone handset. Peak levels around 105 dB(A) are not unusual, which may cause clipping in the hearing aid microphone preamplifier. As the telephone speech is bandlimited below about 3.5 kHz, the hearing aid gain may be reduced to zero above this frequency, without any loss in speech intelligibility.
When the hearing aid detects a telephone conversation it should decrease the long-term amplification to compensate for the level and spectrum of the phone-transmitted speech and avoid feedback. If the hearing aid has different programs for different listening situations these special settings for the phone conversation can be stored separately and used when necessary.
A general solution to these problems is a hearing aid that can classify the listening environment and use the preferred settings within each listening situation. The hearing aid can automatically change its behavior and have different characteristics for different listening environments according to the user's preferences, e.g. switch on the noise reduction for noisy environments, have a linear characteristic when listening to music, switch on the directional microphone in a babble environment (Figure 1 ).
Figure 1. Hearing aid with automatic environment classification.
The Hidden Markov model (HMM) (Rabiner, 1989) . is a standard tool in speech recognition and speaker verification. One advantage with the HMM is that this method allows the system to easily accumulate information over time. It is rela tively easy to implement in real-time applications. The fact that the HMM can model non-stationary signals, such as speech and noise, makes it a good candidate for characterizing environments with clean speech or speech in noise.
Sound classification in hearing aid based for other specific purposes have been done in previous works. One system is based on instantaneous classification of envelope modulation spectra (Kates, 1995) . Another system is based on envelope modulation spectra together with a neural network (Tchorz & Kollmeier, 1999) . One system based on HMM is used in a classification system to alert profoundly deaf users to acoustic alarm signals in a tactile hearing aid (Oberle & Kaelin, 1995) .
Objective -Requirements
This work attempts to distinguish automatically between two listening environment categories:
1. face-to-face conversations in quiet or in traffic noise, and 2. telephone conversations in quiet or in traffic noise.
This study is a preliminary experiment to show whether it is possible to classify these environments with a small set of pre-trained source HMMs.
Another purpose is to show whether it is possible to implement the algorithm in a low power DSP with limited memory and processing resources.
Methods

Implementation
An obvious difficulty is to classify environments with various signal -to-noise ratios into one single category. In principle, separate classifiers are needed for each signal-to-noise ratio. However, this would lead to a very complex system. Therefore, the present approach assumes that a listening environment consists of one or a few sound sources and that only one sound source dominates the input signal at a time. The sound sources used here are traffic noise, clean speech, and telephone speech.
The input to the classifier is a block of 128 samples coming from the ADC. The sampling frequency is 16 kHz and the duration of one block of samples is 8 ms.
The classification must be insensitive to changes within one listening environment, e.g. when the user moves around within a listening environment. Therefore, the system is designed to ignore the absolute sound-pressure level and absolute spectrum shape of the input signal. The present classifier uses only the spectral modulation characteristics of the signal. Narrow-band modulations due to the telephone system are assumed to come from a person at the other end of the phone, and wide-band modulations, are assumed to come from persons in the same room, including the hearing-aid user.
The current classifier uses twelve deltacepstrum features. The features are stored in a vector and the vector is quantized to a single integer by using a Vector Quantizer (VQ) with 32 codewords. The VQ is trained with the generalized Lloyd algorithm (Linde et al., 1980) . The stream of integers from the VQ is the observation sequence to a set of discrete HMMs. Each sound source, traffic noise, clean speech, and telephone speech, is modeled with a discrete ergodic HMM with four internal states. The conditional source probability for each HMM is calculated by using the forward algorithm (Rabiner, 1989) for each block of input samples. The conditional source HMM probabilities are stored in a vector and are used as the observation sequence to another HMM to determine the current listening environment (Figure 2) . The environment HMM works with longer time constants and controls the behavior of the classifier with a set of internal states (Figure 3) 47 one state cluster to another is manually adjusted to 10-15 seconds. The time constants for switching between states within each cluster is manually adjusted to about 50-100 ms.
The probabilities for the internal states in the environment are calculated with the forward algorithm in order to calculate the final probabilities for the two listening environments, face-to-face conversations in quiet or in traffic noise and telephone conversations in quiet or in traffic noise.
Implementation demands
The classification algorithm can be implemented in DSP-based hearing aid. The algorithm with the current settings uses approximately 1700 words of memory and 0.5 million instruction per second (MIPS) in a Motorola 56 k or similar architecture.
Training the classifier
The source HMMs were trained with the BaumWelch algorithm (Rabiner, 1989) , using data from a number of recordings. The environment HMM was manually designed without training.
Two persons did the recordings in a recording studio. One of the persons had a BTE hearing aid. The microphone output signal from the hearing aid was recorded by using an external cable connected to the microphone.
The training material consists of four recordings: Face-to -face conversation in quiet, telephone conversation in quiet, and traffic noise recordings at sound-pressure levels of 70 dB(A) figure 3) 
Figure 3. States and state transitions in the environment HMM. The environment HMM works with longer time constants and controls the behavior of the classifier with a set of internal states (see
Test material
To study the performance of the classifier, six types of realistic listening environments were recorded: Face-to-face conversation and telephone conversation in 70 dB(A) traffic noise, 75 dB(A) traffic noise, and in quiet. The same dialog was used in the test material as in the training material but of course the test material comes from another recording.
Results
As a preliminary evaluation we present the classifier's output signal which represents the estimated conditional probabilities for each of the two listening environment categories, telephone conversation and face-to-face conversation (Figure 4) . The results show that the classifier can distinguish between these two listening environments.
The switching between the environments takes about 10-15 seconds but this is highly dependent on the conversation. For example, if the hearing-aid user in a telephone conversation speaks continuously a relatively long time the classifier detects broad-band modulations and the estimated probability for the face-to-face listening environment will gradually increase. This behavior can be seen between time 125 seconds and 150 seconds in figure 4. The speech from the hearing aid user decreases the probability and the speech from the person on the other side of the phone line increases the probability and therefore the form of the curve has an increasing saw tooth pattern. 
Discussion
These preliminary results indicate that a future hearing aid may be able to distinguish between the sound of a face-to-face conversation and a telephone conversation, both in noisy and quiet surroundings.
The classifier needs some time to accumulate evidence before it can reliably make a correct decision. In a real telephone conversation, the input to the hearing aid alternates between the user's own voice and the speech transmitted over the phone line. When the person at the other end of the line is speaking, the classifier can easily and quickly recognize the telephonetransmitted sound. However, when the hearingaid input is dominated by the user's own speech, transmitted directly, the classifier must gradually decrease the probability that a telephone conversation is going on. Therefore the performance of the classifier depends on the actual conversation pattern. The present classifier recognized a telephone conversation with high confidence after a few seconds of alternating telephone and direct speech input. This is probably not fast enough to prevent initial feedback problems when a telephone conversation starts. The system may need to be supplemented by other feedback-reducing mechanisms.
The present classifier structure is sub-optimal since it does not model e.g. speech in traffic noise at a specific signal-to-noise ratio. The advantage is a great reduction in complexity. Environments with different signal-to-noise ratios can be modeled with just a few pre-trained HMMs, one for each sound source. It is possible that performance can be improved by using additional source models for various signal/-noise ratios.
Conclusion
It was demonstrated that future hearing aids may be able to distinguish between the sound of a face-to-face conversation and a telephone conversation, both in noisy and quiet surroundings. The hearing aid can then automatically change its signal processing as needed for telephone conversation. However, this classifier alone may not be fast enough to prevent initial feedback problems when the user places the telephone handset at the ear.
The classification algorithm can be implemented in DSP-based hearing aid. The algorithm with the current settings uses approximately 1700 words and 0.5 MIPS in a Motorola 56k or similar architecture.
